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To do a HEP experiment, one needs:

A theory:

Clear and easy 
understandable 

drawings

and a cafeteria

and a tunnel for the 
accelerator and 
magnets and stuff



We will just concentrate on 
particle detectors – “gaseous detectors”

and a
Nobel 
prize

Physicists to operate detector/analyze data

Easy 
access 
to the 

experiment



 A look at the history of instrumentation in particle physics 

 complementary view on the history of particle physics, which is 
traditionally told from a theoretical point of view

 The importance and recognition of inventions in the field of 
instrumentation is proven by the fact that 

 several Nobel Prices in physics were awarded mainly or exclusively 
for the development of detection technologies

Nobel Prizes in instrumentation (“tracking concepts”):

 1927: C.T.R. Wilson, Cloud Chamber

 1960: Donald Glaser, Bubble Chamber

 1992: Georges Charpak, Multi-Wire Proportional Chamber

The History of Instrumentation is VERY Entertaining
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Building of 5 floor
ATLAS CMS

ATLAS and CMS Detectors at CERN: Two Giants
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3000 scientists from 40 countries
CMS Letter of Intent  (Oct. 1992)

Silicon Tracker

Scintillating 
Crystals

Brass plastic 
scintillatorGaseous 

detectors

The CMS Detector: Concept to Data Taking – Took 18 Years



Cut-away view of CMS Experiment

Tracker Calorimeter Coil Muon Detector and iron return yoke

A Typical Today’s Particle Detector



energy measurement 
by creation and total

absorption of showers 

muon detection with 
improved momentum 
measurement (long 

lever arm)

electromagnetic     hadronic 
shower 

undetected 
neutrinos... 

momentum measurement 
by curvature in magnetic field 

There is not one type of detector which provides all measurements we need -> 
“Onion” concept -> different systems taking care of certain measurement
Detection of collision production within the detector volume

 resulting in signals due to electro-magnetic interaction
 exceptions: strong interactions in hadronic showers (hadron calorimeters)
 weak interactions at neutrino detection (not discussed here)

Schematic View of a HEP Detector



Modern Detector Technologies in Particle Physics



Tracking Detector (or Tracker) = momentum measurement
closest to interaction point: vertex detector (often silicon pixels)

measures primary interaction vertex and secondary vertices from decay particles

main or central tracking detector
measures momentum by curvature in magnetic field
two technologies: solid state (silicon) detectors or gaseous detectors 

Calorimeters = energy measurement
electro-magnetic calorimeters

measures energy of light EM particles (electrons, positrons, photons) based on 
electro-magnetic showers by bremsstrahlung and pair production

Two concepts: homogeneous (CMS) or sampling (ATLAS)

hadron calorimeters
measures energy of heavy (hadronic) particles (pions, kaons, protons, neutrons) 

based on nuclear showers created by nuclear interactions

Muon Detectors = momentum measurement for muons
outermost detector layer, basically a tracking detector

Particle Detectors: Physics Principles



Cloud Chambers, Nuclear Emulsions + Geiger-Müller tubes 
 dominated until the early 1950s: Cloud Chambers now very popular in    

public exhibitions related to particle physics  

Bubble Chambers had their peak time between 1960 and 1985
 last big bubble chamber was BEBC at CERN

Since  1970s: Wire Chambers (MWPCs and drift chambers) started to 
dominate; recently being replaced by Micro-Pattern Gas Detectors (MPGD)

Since late 1980s: Solid state detectors 
are in common use
 started as small sized vertex detectors

(at LEP and SLC) 
 now ~200 m2 Si-surface in CMS tracker

Most recent trend: silicon hybrid 
detectors, 3D-sensors, Monolithic
Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS)

See Cinzia Da Via lecture

Tracking Detectors: History and Trends



3 Major Technologies of Tracking Detectors

 Gaseous detectors
  ionization in gas

typically ~100 e–/cm, not sufficient to create 
significant signal height above noise for
standard amplifiers   
 requires gas amplication ~104 to 
get enough signal over noise 

 Silicon detectors
 electron – hole pairs in 

solid state material

typically ~100 e– - hole pairs/μm
300 μm thick detector creates high 
enough signal w/o gas amplification

 Fiber trackers
 scintillating fibers

scintillation light detected with photon detectors 
(sensitive to single electrons)

Gaseous Detectors:

Silicon
Detectors:

Today’s Tracking Detector and Technologies
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1908: FIRST WIRE COUNTER USED BY RUTHERFORD 
IN THE STUDY OF NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY

E. Rutherford and H. Geiger , Proc. 
Royal Soc. A81 (1908) 141

1928: GEIGER COUNTER 
SINGLE ELECTRON SENSITIVITY

H. Geiger and W. Müller, 
Phys. Zeits. 29 (1928) 

839

1968: MULTIWIRE PROPORTIONAL CHAMBER

G. Charpak, Proc. Int. Symp. Nuclear 
Electronics (Versailles 10-13 Sept 1968)

Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1908

Walther Bothe
Nobel Prize in 
1954 for the 
“coincidence 

method”

Hans Geiger

Ernst Rutherford

Nobel Prize in 1992

George 
Charpak

Fabio 
Sauli

Jean-
Calude
Santiard

1st revolution:
MWPC

In the Family of Gaseous Detectors with a Glorius Tradition



Detecting particles was a
mainly a manual, tedious and
labour intensive job – unsuited
for rare particle decays

1968: George Charpak developed
the MultiWire Proportional
Chamber, which revolutionized 
particle detection and 
High Energy Physics -
which passed from the manual 
to the electronic era.

Electronic particle track 
detection is now standard 
in all particle detectors

MWPC – Revolutionising the Way Particle Physics is Done



1992: Biospace: Company Founded
In 1989 by Georges Charpak

~ 2000: LOW-DOSE 3D IMAGING

COMMERCIAL AUTORADIOGRAPHY 
SYSTEMS WITH GASEOUS DETECTORS

http://www.biospacelab.com

MWPC – Revolutionising the Way Particle Physics is Done



Three states of matter:
Solid, Liquid, Gas – why use Gas as a medium for ionization ?

 Effectively quite light in terms of gm/cm2, requirement for reducing multiple
scattering in particle physics

 Few other technologies can easily realize detectors with as large a sensitive 
area as gas-filled devices

 Gas-filled detectors are relatively cheap in terms of $ per unit area/volume

 There are optimized gas mixtures for charged particles detection
(high energy and nuclear physics), X-rays (synchrotron physics, astronomy) 
and neutrons (neutron scattering, national security)

 Electron transport characteristics are favorable and well characterized

 Gas gain, M (electron multiplication factor), can be achieved, over many
orders of magnitude (large dynamic range)

 Ionization collection or fluorescence emission can form the signal



TOTAL IONIZATION: 
 Primary electron-ion pairs
 Clusters
 Delta-electrons

Pk
n = nk

k!
e

−n

Statistics of primary ionization:

Poisson: n: average
k: actual number

NTOTAL ~ 100 e-ion pairs (typical number for 1 cm of gas) is impossible to detect 
the typical noise of very modern pixel ASICs is ~ 100e-

Need to increase number of e-ion pairs … but … how ???



The actual number of primary electron/ion pairs  
(np) is Poisson distributed:

Detection efficiency of a perfect detector is limited to:

ε =1- e−
thickness ε (%)

Argon

GAS (STP)

1 mm 91.8
2 mm 99.3

Helium 1 mm 45
2 mm 70

Number of primary
electron/ion pairs in

frequently used gases:

np

 for thin (L) layers ε can be significantly lower than 1

TOTAL IONIZATION: 

 Primary electron-ion pairs
 Coulomb interactions of charged 

particles with molecules
 typically ~ 30 primary ionization

clusters /cm in gas at 1 bar

 Secondary ionization: clusters 
and delta-electrons  on average 
90 electrons/cm in gas at 1 bar

Primary
ionization

TOTAL 
ionization

= primary +
secondary
ionization



NT ~ 100 e-ion pairs during ionization process (typical number for 1 cm of gas) is not 
easy to detect  typical noise of modern pixel ASICs is ~ 100e- (ENC) 

Need to increase number of e-ion pairs … … how ??? – GAS AMPLIFICATION

Total ionization (NT)~ 3 times primary ionization (NP)



ELECTRIC FIELD E = 0: THERMAL DIFFUSION

ELECTRIC FIELD E > 0: CHARGE TRANSPORT AND DIFFUSION 

E

IONS ELECTRONS

Maxwell energy distribution:

 

F(ε) = C ε e
− ε

KT

RMS of charge diffusion:

 

σ x = 2Dt

;   <ε> ~ kT~ 0.025 eV

Drift

Anode WireDiffusion



Selection of Gas Mixture: Quenching of Photons



Large drift velocities are obtained by adding polyatomic gas 
(CH4, CO2, CF4) to Ar electrons cool due to energy 
transfer to rotational/ vibrational modes of the polyatomic gas 

Selection of Gas Mixture: Drift Velocity



Thin anode wire (~20–50um) coaxial with cathode: Avalanche development in the high electric 
field (~ 250 kV/cm) around a thin wire 
(multiplication region ~ 100 um):Cathode 

radius b

Anode 
radius a

 

E(r) =
CV0

2πε0

1
r

GEORGES CHARPAK, Nobel Lecture, December 8, 
1992

Ions+ to cathode
(slow)

Electrons to anode
(fast)

Cloud track picture of a
single electron avalanche

Single-Cell Wire Proportional Counter



• Recombination before collection (I)
• - ions recombine before collected

• Ionization Mode (II)
• - full charge ionization charge; 

- no charge multiplication yet; gain ~ 1
• Proportional Mode (IIIa)

• - multiplication of ionization
- signal proportional to ionization
- measurement of dE/dx
- secondary avalanches need quenching;

• - gain ≈ 104 – 105

• Limited Proportional Mode (IIIb)
(saturated, streamer)

• - secondary avalanches created by     
photoemission from primary ones;

- signal no longer proportional to 
ionization  requires strong 
quenchers or pulsed HV; gain ~ 1010

• Geiger Mode (IV)
• - massive photoemission; full length of

the anode wire affected; 
- discharge stopped by HV cut

H
ig

h 
Vo

lta
ge

Operation Modes of Gaseous Detector



Wire Chamber – Signal Formation



Advanced Concepts in Gaseous Detectors



High-rate MWPC with digital readout:
Spatial resolution is limited to σx ~ s/sqrt(12) ~ 300 µm

S ~ 1 mm

TWO-DIMENSIONAL MWPC READOUT CATHODE 
INDUCED CHARGE (Charpak and Sauli, 1973)

Spatial resolution determined by: Signal / Noise Ratio
Typical (i.e. ‘very good’) values: S ~ 20000 e: noise ~ 1000e

Space resolution < 100 µm

Resolution of MWPCs limited by wire spacing
better resolution  shorter wire spacing  more (and more) wires...



VERSAILLES, 
10-13 September 1968 

MWPC # 1

First Public Presentation of Multi-Wire Proportional Chamber



G. Charpak,R. Bouclier, T. Bressan,J. Favier and C. Zupancic: The use of Multiwire Proportional 
Counters to select and localize Charged Particles, Nuc. Instr. and Meth. 62(1968)262 

DRIFT CHAMBERS

1968: Multi – Wire Proportional Chamber (MWPC)

DEPENDENCE OF COLLECTION TIME 
FROM TRACK’S DISTANCE:

ENERGY RESOLUTION ON 5.9 KeV: 



THE ELECTRONS DRIFT TIME PROVIDES THE DISTANCE OF THE TRACK FROM THE ANODE:

FIELD

ANODE

Factors affecting spatial resolution:

 Distribution of primary ionization
 Diffusion
 Readout electronics  
 Electric field (gas amplification)
 Range of ‘delta electrons’

The spatial resolution is not limited to the cell size 

FIRST DRIFT CHAMBER OPERATION (H. WALENTA ~ 1971)
HIGH ACCURACY DRIFT CHAMBERS (Charpak-Breskin-Sauli ~ 1973-75)

Choose drift gases with little dependence 
vD(E)→ linear space - time relation r(t)







UA1 used the largest imaging drift 
chamber of its day 

(5.8 m long, 2.3 m in diameter)

It can now be seen in the CERN 
Microcosm Exhibition

Z  ee (white tracks)

Particle trajectories in the CERN-UA1 
3D Wire Chamber 

Discovery of W and Z bosons
C. Rubbia & S. Van der Meer Nobel 1984 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drift_chamber


TOPAZ (KEK) ALEPH (CERN) DELPHI (CERN)

PEP4 (SLAC)

STAR
(BNL)

 Invented by David Nygren (Berkeley)  in 1974
 Proposed as a central tracking device
for the PEP-4 detectors @ SLAC 1976

Time Projection Chamber (TPC)

ALICE (CERN)



Conceptual View of Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC)
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ATLAS - TRD
(straws)

- - - MDT (drift 
tubes), CSC, 
Micromegas

RPC, TGC,
Micromegas

CMS

-----
TOTEM

- - - - - Drift tubes, 
CSC, GEM

-----
GEM

RPC, CSC
GEM
-----

GEM

LHCb - Straw
Tubes

- - - MWPC MWPC, GEM

ALICE - TPC 
(MWPC
replaced

with 
MPGDs)

TOF(MRPC),
PMD, HPMID 

(RICH-pad 
chamber), TRD 

(MWPC)

- - Muon pad 
chambers

RPC

ALICE TPC Straw tubes CMS CSC

Gaseous detectors are still the first choice whenever the large-area 
coverage (e.g. muon systems) with low material budget is required



ATLAS TGC LHCb Outer
Tracker

ALICE MRPCALICE HPMID



 Micromegas

 GEM

 Thick-GEM, Hole-Type and RETGEM

 MPDG with CMOS pixel ASICs (“InGrid”)

 Micro-Pixel Chamber (µPIC)

Electrons

Ions

60 %

40 %

Micromegas GEM THGEM MHSP

InGrid

µPIC

Rate Capability: 
MWPC vs MSGC



Typical distance between
wires  limited to 1 mm
due to mechanical and
electrostatic forces

Typical distance
between anodes  200 mm
thanks to semiconductor
etching technology

MWPC MSGC

anode cathodecathode

A. Oed, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A263 (1988) 351.

Rate capability limit due to space
charge  overcome by increased 

amplifying cell granularity



MICRODISCHARGES

FULL BREAKDOWN

Discharge is very fast (~ns)
Difficult to predict or prevent

Owing to very small distance between 
anode and cathode the transition from
proportional mode to streamer can be

followed by spark, discharge, if the
avalanche size exceeds

RAETHER’S LIMIT 
Q ~ 107 – 108 electrons



Thin metal-coated polymer foil chemically pierced by a high density of holes  

 Electrons are collected on patterned 
readout board. 

 A fast signal can be detected on the lower 
GEM electrode for triggering or energy 
discrimination. 

 All readout electrodes are at ground potential.

S1 S2 S3 S4

Induction gap

e-

e-

I+

F. Sauli, Nucl. Instrum. Methods A386(1997)531
F. Sauli, http://www.cern.ch/GDD

A difference of potentials of ~ 500V is 
applied between the two GEM electrodes.

the primary electrons released by the
ionizing particle, drift towards the holes
where the high electric field triggers the 
electron multiplication process.



Animation of the avalanche process 
(monitor in ns-time electron/ion 
drifting and multiplication in GEM):

electrons are blue, ions are red, the 
GEM mesh is orange

• ANSYS: field model 

• Magboltz 8.9.6: relevant 
cross sections of electron-
matter interactions

• Garfeld++:  simulate 
electron avalanches

http://cern.ch/garfieldpp/examples/gemgain

http://cern.ch/garfieldpp/examples/gemgain


F. Sauli, NIM A386(1997) 531;
F. Sauli, http://www.cern.ch/GDD

Full decoupling of amplification stage (GEM)
and readout stage (PCB, anode)

Cartesian 
Compass, LHCb

Small angle

Hexaboard, pads
MICE

Mixed
Totem

Compass Totem

33 cm

NA49-future

Amplification and readout structures can be optimized independently !
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STANDARD GEM
103 GAIN IN SINGLE GEM

THGEM
105 gain in single-THGEM

1 mm

0.1 mm rim
to prevent
discharges

Simple & Robust Manufactured by standard PCB techniques 
of precise drilling in G-10 (and other materials) and Cu etching

Other groups developed
similar hole-multipliers:

- Optimized GEM: 
L. Periale et al., 
NIM A478 (2002) 377.

- LEM: P. Jeanneret, 
- PhD thesis, 2001.

• Effective single-electron detection
(high gas gain ~105 (>106) @
single (double) THGEM)

• Few-ns RMS time resolution
• Sub-mm position resolution
• MHz/mm2 rate capability
• Cryogenic operation: OK
• Gas: molecular and noble gases
• Pressure: 1mbar - few bar

106

C. Azevedo et al.;  arXiv: 0909.3191

Double THGEM or THGEM/Micromegas



Y. Giomataris et al, NIM A376(1996)29

Micromesh Gaseous Chamber: 
micromesh supported
by 50-100 µm insulating pillars

Multiplication (up to 105 or more) 
takes place between the anode and
the mesh and the charge is collected
on the anode (one stage)

Small gap: fast collection of  ions



Ingrid

Triple GEM stack + Timepix ASIC (5 GeV e-):

1.5 cm

“Octopuce” (8 Timepix ASICs):

X-Rays α-particles

ULTIMATE INTEGRATION OF 
GASEOUS and SIICON DETECTORS –

PIXEL READOUT of MICRO-PATTERN 
GASEOUS DETECTORS



Me

+
-

+
-

Medipix2/

Timepix 

CMOS

ASIC

X-ray source

Ionizing

particle

Flip-chip 
bump bonding
connections

Semiconductor
sensor

Gas volume

Amplification System (MPGD)

Solid state pixel detector

Medipix2/Timepix

Use a CMOS Pixel ASIC (w/o Si sensor), assembled below MPGDs 
(GEM/Micromegas),as charge collecting anode and fully integrated readout electronics

Gaseous detector

Medipix2 / Timepix ASIC (0.25 µm –IBM/CMOS)

 256 × 256 pixels  of 55 × 55 μm2 size 
 Medipix2: digital with 2 THR (low and high)
 Timepix: 2 modes (TOT ≈ integrated charge

TIME  = Time between hit and shutter end)

Pixel Readout of Micro-Pattern Gaseous Detectors



“InGrid”:

Protection Layer (few µm)
against sparks

~ 50 µm

Medipix2 / Timepix ASIC

“InGrid” Concept: By means of advanced wafer  processing-technology INTEGRATE 
MICROMEGAS amplification grid directly on top of CMOS (“Timepix”)  ASIC

3D Gaseous Pixel Detector  2D (pixel dimensions) x 1D (drift time)



Optical Readout of MPGDs: Imaging Applications

Developments of scintillation light readout of 
MicroPattern Gaseous Detectors (MPGDs): 
GEMs, Micromegas, … 

 Optical TPC (Combined electronic + optical
readout)

 Ultra-fast optical readout (TPCs, beam monitor)
 Low-material budget, online beam monitoring
 Detector physics studies
 among other applications…

Fluoroscopy:

CT and 3 D Imaging:



mirror

CCD 
camera

aluminized 
Mylar
window

GEM2GEM1
cathode

transparent
window

3 4 35 mm

Light output  for 138 MeV protons:Scintillation light (optical) & charge Readout:
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Bragg curve with 360 MeV a-beam

Gas: Ar/CF4
E. Sevaralli et al., Scintillating GEM for 2D Dosimetry 
in a-beam, submitted to IEEE TNS
S. Fetal et al., NIMA513 (2003) 42
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LIGHT SIGNAL FROM GEM:
(only 4% smaller than ionization chamber signal)



Knowledge is limited. Whereas the Imagination 
embraces the entire world… Albert Einstein

Bridge the gap between science and society … 



The Role of Big High Energy Physics Laboratories:
– innovate, discover, publish, share

… and bring the world together
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